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My name is Justin Rollin, founder of Ninja De-Icer, a company that 
supplies quality de-icing products to businesses across the Midwest. 
I have 25 years of industry experience as an owner and operator 

of my own successful snow removal company. I started my snow removal 
company with one truck and trailer and grew the company to servicing upwards 
of 400 accounts in over 10 states. I started selling de-icing products through my 
snow removal company about 15 years ago, as I watched and experienced the 
little guy getting taken advantage of by the de-icing companies out there at the 
time. My business model has always been to take a “big brother” approach in 
business, as I enjoy helping smaller companies grow.

In 2018, I carved out my de-icing business from my snow removal company 
and started Ninja De-Icer. My goal is to provide the best de-icing products to 
my customers. Early in 2021, I sold my snow removal company to give my 
sole focus to Ninja De-Icer. I want to take a hands-on approach and guide 
newcomers and veterans alike to navigate the dos and don’ts of this highly 
competitive industry. I understand the needs of customers and want to share 
my knowledge.

Our vision is simple, to be 
the snow professionals’ 
choice for de-icers. We see 
our clients as partners. Our 
mission is to take the stress 
out of the “salt game”, so 
you can focus on growing 
your business. We provide 
our partners with reliable and 
reasonably priced de-icing 
products, so our Snow Ninjas 
can tackle any storm.
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FINDING THE RIGHT SUPPLIER

Everyone who starts a business knows there’s competition 
out there. The competitive spirit is also a good thing in 
that it compels you to better your business every day. But, 

like in any competitive field, some unscrupulous 
tactics can arise. The snow removal industry is no 
different, the “good accounts” are highly sought 
after and are extremely competitive to get, and 
keep.

The snow industry is seasonal, every fall the clock 
starts ticking and we all prepare our equipment 
and crew for the first snowfall. As soon as the 
snow starts, time is of the essence. Whether it be 
a long-lasting snow event or even just a quick dusting of snow, 
you must be able to offer your best service at that moment.

Planning ahead and being fully stocked is one of the secrets 
to success in the snow removal field. You can have all the 
equipment and workers, but if you have no product your business 
comes to a screeching halt while you wait with bated breath for 
the arrival of more goods. Your client depends on you, and if 

you’re delayed because your supplier is dry on goods, you will 
be forced to look elsewhere for those supplies. This is where you 
can run into real issues, as you run the risk of paying more for 

the same products. Not to mention the liability risk 
of having to delay servicing your sites due to not 
having a product.

Salt shortages and overselling of their products 
are the two main reasons for your supplier 
running dry. A shortage is not an unusual 
occurrence, especially when everyone requires 
the same products at the same time. Other 
factors like salt mines closing, higher costs to 

import non-American salt, water level issues of getting ships into 
ports, etc. can all play a factor on salt supply from year to year. 
However, with all supply and demand industries, a shortage can 
breed price gouging which will cost your company greatly as 
the prices climb. This is when prior planning comes into play. 
Partnering with a supplier who offers you a fixed price is the best 
way to ensure the success of your snow removal company.

ARE YOU UNKNOWINGLY BUYING SALT FROM YOUR COMPETITOR?

The amount of supply and price should not be your only 
consideration when picking a supplier. Many suppliers of 
de-icing products also operate their own snow removal 

businesses. Unfortunately, when shortages occur these suppliers 
may opt to hold back on their deliveries of de-icing 
products to their snow removal competitors. To put 
it directly, they are going to make sure they can 
supply their own accounts before providing you 
with salt. In this scenario, your business takes a hit 
as you cannot service your customers. Again back 
to the liability risk of not being able to adequately 
service your sites because you don’t have the 
product. But also your competitor (the guy you are buying salt 
from) is contacting your customer asking them if they are happy 
with their current snow removal company. So not only have you 

set yourself up for a liability risk, you might have also just given 
your competition a way into getting your account next year.

If that is not bad enough, by continuing to purchase your de-icing 
products from your competitor you are giving them buying power. 

This in turn means they get to purchase their 
de-icing products for a lot less. They then get to 
pass this savings along to their customers when 
bidding snow removal jobs. They could potentially 
win an account over your company because they 
bid a cheaper salting price, and you helped them 
get that cheaper price by buying your salt from 
them. I have seen this happen many times in my 

25 years in the industry. Thinking about it from this perspective, 
has got to hurt.

TAKE HOME POINT

As you can see, your supplier can play a huge role in 
your business’ success. I know it is easy 
to get persuaded to choose a de-icing 

supplier based solely on price, after all your profit 
margin is important. But I recommend you to do 
your research, ask around, and find a supplier 
that will not abandon you or your customers when 
you need them. Find out if the supplier also has a snow removal 
company and what are their service areas. Do your service areas 

overlap with theirs? Are you unwittingly helping them grow and 
possibly take your accounts?

The same as your clients trust you, rely on 
you, and expect excellence from you; you must 
demand the same from your supplier. It is wise 
to choose a supplier who will prioritize your 
business (not theirs) and will not raise prices on 

you unexpectedly due to high demand. You need an honest and 
reliable partner to get you through winter.

You might unwittingly be purchasing de-icing 
products from your competitor. Yep. You read 
that right. But before I explain, let’s first look 

into how the industry works as a whole.

ARE YOU BUYING SALT FROM
YOUR COMPETITOR?

Justin Rollin, Ninja De-Icer

SALT SHORTAGES
& OVERSELLING

of their products are
the two main reasons 

for your supplier 
running dry.

They are going to make 
sure they can supply 
their own accounts 

BEFORE PROVIDING 
you with salt.

You must demand the 
same EXCELLENCE 

from your supplier. 



✓RIGHT PRODUCT
Treated Salt and Liquid De-icers

✓RIGHT AMOUNT
Application Rates, Equipment Calibration

✓RIGHT TIME
Anti-Icing and De-Icing Decision Charts
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
WATER WAYS (Lakes, Rivers, Streams)

Chloride levels are consistently high year round in 
many waterways (at or above the toxic level set by EPA)

AQUATIC LIFE (Fish, Vegetation)
Chloride is a growth inhibitor ~ See Images

DRINKING WATER
High chloride levels found in local groundwater

AFTER
25

DAYS

TRUETRUE
CO$TCO$T

✓COST OF DE-ICING PRODUCTS
Increase of 173% over last 21 years

✓COST OF REPAIRS TO INFRASTRUCTURE,  
VEGETATION & EQUIPMENT
$1 Salt = $10 Damage
(1 ton of salt =$700 damage)

✓COST TO ENVIRONMENT

TRUE
CO$T
OF OVER SALTING

IDENTIFY YOUR IDENTIFY YOUR 33 RIGHTS.  RIGHTS. CALL NINJA DE-ICER TODAY!
833-SALT-GUY833-SALT-GUY (725-8489)



Salt storage plays a huge role 
in protecting the health of our 
freshwater. 

Improper storage of road salt can lead 
to the contamination of soils, lakes, 
streams, and our drinking water. One 
teaspoon of salt pollutes five gallons of 
water to levels that are toxic to native 
freshwater species. And the larger the 
quantity of salt, the higher the potential 
for pollution. When salt supplies are 
exposed to the elements, salt piles are 
subject to erosion and loss from both 
wind and precipitation that transport salt 
into lakes, streams, and our drinking 
water. Snow and rain can cause 
additional losses through clumping and 
material degradation. 

Salt storage, for some, may involve 
unloading a pile of salt in a parking lot 
and securing a tarp over it. However, 
providing only minimal safeguards 
against the elements can lead to high 
legal costs if the salt owner is held liable 
for the pollution of freshwater resources. 
For example, in Wisconsin, DOT Trans 
277 states that any person who stores 

1,000 pounds or more of bulk salt shall 
exercise all reasonable precautions 
to prevent the entry of salt from the 
storage facility into the waters of the 
state.  Be sure to check out and abide 
by respective state and local guidelines. 
To avoid legal costs, maintain clean 
drinking water, and preserve freshwater 
ecosystems, here are some tips on how 
to properly store your salt this winter. 

LOCATION

Dedicated salt storage sites should 
be in locations that minimize the 
risk to key 

water resources. 
All the salt that 
we apply on land 
eventually ends up 
in our water, but 
extra provisions 
are made to protect 
drinking water 
sources and surface 
waterbodies. For 
another Wisconsin 
example, WisDOT requires a buffer of 
250 ft from private wells and 1200 feet 
from municipal wells; the guideline for 
surface water is to maintain at least 50 
feet from the nearest lake or stream.  

FOUNDATION

After a location has been selected, 
an impermeable foundation, 
known as a pad or padding, 

should be placed. Typically, an asphalt-
like material should be used to minimize 
cracks. If using concrete, it is important 
to make sure that it is properly treated 
and sealed so that gaps and cracks 
cannot form. Lastly, pads should be 
sloped outward to divert water away from 
the salt pile and prevent salty runoff.  

A STRONG AND 
WATERPROOF COVERING

Once a foundation is in place, 
the next step to storing salt is to 
choose an effective waterproof 

covering. A covering or storage structure 
can be made of tarp or waterproof 
fabric, wood, metal, or a combination of 
materials. If using multiple fabric sheets 
or tarps, sewing together with a slight 
overlap is recommended to minimize 
the entry of water, and industrial tapes 
can be applied to the seams to further 
improve waterproofing. 

In addition to 
waterproofness, the 
physical strength 
of the covering is 
important. When 
using a tarp or 
waterproof fabric, 
weight should be 
applied to surround 
the base to ensure 
the wind does not 
remove the cover. 

Constructed storage structures should 
have components that provide bracing 
to the walls and roof and anchor the 
structure to the foundation. Having 
support structures or poles embedded 
into the ground can go a long way in 
ensuring your building doesn’t take flight 
during high winds or collapse under 
heavy snow. Utilizing or retrofitting 
preexisting structures to store salt 
safely can be beneficial by using fewer 
materials and spending less on new 
structures.

Learn more about smart salting 
principles, the impacts of salt pollution, 
and free, online resources and in-person 
equipment open houses at
www.wisaltwise.com.

SMARTER SALT STORAGE:
SAVING MONEY & THE ENVIRONMENT

Alex Krause and Allison Madison – Wisconsin Salt Wise

Sources: 
Kasich, J. R., Taylor, M. (2013). Recommendations for Salt Storage, Guidance for Protecting Ohio’s Water Resources, Ohio Water Resources Council.  
Trans 277, Wisconsin Department of Transportation (DOT), 2012. Retrieved from https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/code/admin_code/trans/277.pdf  
The Salt Institute (2015). Salt Storage Handbook, Practical Recommendations for Storing and Handling Deicing Salt.  

Salt contamination reduces 
the rates of growth and 

reproduction of fish, 
frogs, and salamanders 

and increases their 
susceptibility to parasites. 
Salt also leads to greener, 

murkier waters as it 
stresses zooplankton 

species that eat algae. This 
means that more salt leads 
to fewer zooplankton, and 

more algae. 

Salty drinking water 
impacts all of us but poses 
the greatest health risk to 

individuals with high blood 
pressure, kidney disease, 

and heart problems.

GUEST ARTICLE



BRINE WORKS
FASTER

THAN SOLID SALT.

APPLIED BEFORE THE
STORM. IT PREVENTS

SNOW FROM STICKING
TO PAVEMENT.

LESS TOTAL SALT
MEANS LESS DAMAGE
TO CONCRETE. METAL
AND LANDSCAPING.

LIQUID MATERIAL
STAYS IN PLACE.
WORKING WHERE

IT’S NEEDED.

SALT BRINE
23.3% Salt & Water

LIQUID BRINE APPLICATION RATES
Anti-Icing Application Rates (pre-storm): 20-50 gallons/lane mile
De-Icing Application Rates (post-storm): 60-80 gallons/lane mile

Factors Influencing Rates:
►Pavement Temperature   ►Levels of Traffic   ►Timing Factors

Liquid de-icers are an 
amazing ice battling tool. 
When applied to parking 
lots, roads, sidewalks, 
or driveways the liquid 
doesn’t bounce around 
like the salt crystals from 
rock salts.BENEFITS OF LIQUID BRINE

WHY USE WHY USE 
BRINEBRINE?WHY USE 
BRINE

Reduces Salt Use By 50%50% 75%75%



UNDERSTANDING SALT BRINESALT BRINE CONCENTRATION

1EUTETIC POINT
of NACL Brine = 23.3%
At -6 Degree F

IMPACT OF BRINE CONCENTRATION ON
ANTI-ICING OPERATIONSANTI-ICING OPERATIONS

GREEN IS GOOD!
• Peak ice melting potential

RED IS BAD...
• Too diluted causing reduced ice 

melting ability!
• Dangerous and Icy with refreeze 

potential

ORANGE IS OKAY...
• Over saturated with too much salt
• This is wasteful and does not help 

to melt more ice

ADILUTION
From snow & ice following application

BEVAPORATION, OVER APPLICATION
By air following application • Over application of solids

2 FREEZING CURVE
defines the amount of ice 
at any given temperature 3 SOLUBILITY CURVE

represents the point below which 
salt will come out of solution
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DEICING APPLICATIONDEICING APPLICATION
RATE GUIDELINESRATE GUIDELINES
DEICING APPLICATION
RATE GUIDELINES

* Dry rock salt is not recommended. It is slow to melt and leads to over-application.

**Winter sand contains ≤ 5% salt. It will not melt snow or ice.

For subsequent passes use ½ rate to the full initial rate.

Deicing Application  
Rate Guidelines  

Dane County Department of Land and Water Resources (LWRD) has determined that these 
guidelines establish a best maintenance practice for those fighting winter storms so they can 
provide high quality service and a lower impact on our environment.  By issuing these 
guidelines, LWRD does not intend to extend its liability beyond that imposed by state statutes. 

©©  22001177  DDaannee  CCoouunnttyy  WWiinntteerr  MMaaiinntteennaannccee  AApppplliiccaattiioonn  RRaattee  
GGuuiiddeelliinneess  AAddvviissoorryy  GGrroouupp  
WWrriitttteenn  bbyy  FFoorrttiinn  CCoonnssuullttiinngg,,  IInncc..    

* Dry rock salt is not recommended.  It is slow to melt and leads to over-application. 
**Winter sand contains ≤ 5% salt.  It will not melt snow or ice. 
For subsequent passes use ½ rate to the full initial rate. 

FFoorr  aann  iinntteerraaccttiivvee  vveerrssiioonn  ooff  tthhiiss  cchhaarrtt  vviissiitt::  www.wisaltwise.com  

Deicing Application Rate Guidelines     
for Parking Lots, Sidewalks and Trails                                                                         

For best results remove as much snow and ice as possible before applying deicers 
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Wet at 6 to 12 gallons per ton            Apply with calibrated equipment 
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if the gradation is 
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 28º to 32º  2.3  2.3  1.6

 23º to 28º  2.3-4.5  2.3-4.5  1.6-3.2

 15º to 23º  2.3-6.8  2.3-6.8   1.6-4.8  1.6-4.8

 0º to 15º   2.3-6.8  3.2-4.8  3.2-4.8

 -5º to 0º    6.8   4.8

 < -5º

Deicing Application Rate Guidelines
for Parking Lots, Sidewalks and Trails

For best results remove as much snow and ice as possible before applying deicers

Application Rate in lbs/per 1000 square foot area
Wet at 6 to 12 gallons per ton • Apply with calibrated equipment

Rock
Salt*

Winter
Sand**

Rock Salt
wet with

other liquids

Rock
Salt

Wet with
Salt

Brine

Bagged
MgCl2 or

CaCl2

Bagged
Blend
Mostly
Sodium
Chloride

Pavement
Temp.

(ºF)

Spot treat
as needed

Plow Only

AVERAGE
The colder it is

the slower it
works

NONEFASTFASTABOVE
AVERAGE

Faster than
rock salt

if the gradation
is finer

SPEED
of melting

For an interactive version of this chart visit: www.wisaltwise.com



See pg. 16-17 of Guide for 
Calibration Charts.

WHY 
CALIBRATE?

You can’t reduce your salt 
use if you don’t know how 
much salt you actually use! 
The goal of calibrating is to 
know how much material 
you are putting down on 
a roadway or parking lot 
for every setting on your 
truck that you use. This 
is why calibrating your 
equipment is the first step 
to reducing salt use and 
saving money!

REMEMBER:
Each truck must be 
independently calibrated 
for each material it will be 
used to spread (the salt 
calibration chart will be 
different than the sand 
calibration chart).

Calibrations should be 
preformed annually, 
or after a spreader is 
serviced.

Step 1: Load the Truck
Partially load the truck. Half of a full load should be 
more than adequate for calibration purposes.

Step 2: Set Your Controls
Gate Height: Set the gate height to its lowest practical setting 
(~ 2”). This should be kept constant throughout the calibration 
process. If you find that not enough material is dispensed with 
this setting, try 2.5” to 3”.
Engine Speed: Warm the truck up and run the engine at the 
typical rate seen during spreading (approximately 2000 rpm).

Step 3: Measure Spread Width
Measure the width that the material covers during 
spreading. Do this for each conveyor/auger setting you are 
calibrating. Round your numbers to the nearest half foot 
and record them in column “W” of the calibration chart.

Step 4: Collect & Weigh Material
You will need either a sheet of canvas, a tarp, or a bucket to 
collect the material that is dispensed from the spreader, as well 
as a scale. Weight the object you are using to collect the material 
in, and record that value in the purple box above the discharge 
rate column. Collect material for 1 minute. Weigh the collected 
material and subtract the weight of the tarp/canvas/bucket. 
Record this value in the first purple column of the calibration chart. Do this 3 times for each conveyor/
auger setting that is typically used. Average these three values together and record in the orange column 
in the calibration chart.

Step 5: Perform Calculations
Go inside and calculate your discharge rate using the calibration chart for each truck speed and 
conveyor/auger setting you normally use. Refer to the reverse side of this fact sheet for calculation 
instructions. The formula you will be using is shown below:

Step 6: Distribute Completed Calibration Cards!
Put a copy of the calibration chart in the truck you just calibrated. Also, leave a copy of the calibration 
chart in the office so you have a copy incase the original is damaged.

Produced in partnership with:

HYDRAULIC-RUN SPREADER 
CALIBRATION

NH Best Management Practices
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BENEFITS 
►More cost-effective than buying bagged rock salt

►Control your product supply

►Better seasonal planning

TRADITIONALTRADITIONAL
BULK SALTBULK SALT
TRADITIONALTRADITIONAL
BULK SALTBULK SALT

This product is traditional white rock salt. It is 
coarse screened, sodium chloride salt obtained 
from underground bedded salt deposits extracted 
by physical mining.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: Sodium Chloride
EFFECTIVE TO: 5°F
COLOR: White

CALL US TODAY
FOR A QUOTE!

833-SALT-GUY (725-8489)
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sales@ninjadeicer.com • 833-SALT-GUY (725-8489)

Benefits of TREATED SALT
►Use Less Product: 23.6% less versus traditional bulk salt
►Effective at Lower Temperatures: 0ºF to -25ºF depending on product
►Up to 70% Less Corrosive
►Jump starts the Melting Process- Melts Ice Faster
►Penetrates into the ice deeper
►Stockpiles won’t clump or freeze

About Our Best Bulk & Treated Salt Products

We offer rock salt in enormous quantities of standard and treated salt to ensure 

you’re stocked up all winter long. Apply after plowing for an ice-free finish. Our 

bulk salt products help to melt away snow and ice and keep it from reforming. 

With proper application, your clients will be safe, happy, and free from the risk 

of slip-and-fall incidents on their parking lots and sidewalks. Traditional bulk ice 

control salt and treated bulk salt are also available in one-ton super sacks for 

cost-effective smaller-scale commercial and industrial applications.

TREATEDTREATED
BULK SALTBULK SALT

TREATEDTREATED
BULK SALTBULK SALT
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ADVANTAGES
►Easier outside storage with our UV protection packaging.

►More options of product types based on chemical composition, 
effective temperature, etc.

►More convenient to handle and load.

sales@ninjadeicer.com • 833-SALT-GUY (725-8489)

BAGGEDBAGGED
SALTSALT
BAGGEDBAGGED
SALTSALT

At Ninja De-Icer, we offer a variety of 
25lb and 50lb bags of premium rock 

salt that you can buy in bulk. 

Ice Away Rock Salt
5°F

Royal Blue Halite Salt
5°F

Rock Salt (Halite)
5°F

Pro Purple Rock Salt
-5°F

Pro Red Rock Salt
0°F
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sales@ninjadeicer.com • 833-SALT-GUY (725-8489)

Pro Blue Rock Salt
-15°F

Super Melt with Defrost®

-16°F
Thunder Melt

Rock Salt
-16°F

Lightning Premium 
Ice Melter

-20°F

Sizzle Professional 
Rock Salt

-25°F

Peladow™ Calcium 
Chloride Pellets

-25°F

CALLCALL
FOR A

QUOTEQUOTE
CALL

FOR A

QUOTESTARTING AT

$395
PER BAG



Review/Monitor weather forecast
YES

Is snow or frost predicted within the next 3 days?
NO

Is rain predicted before the snow?
YES

Is the pavement temp 15F or greater?
NO

Is the dew point at least 3 degrees below the
air temp?

YES

Is the relative humidity level 70% or less?
YES

Is the pavement dry?
YES

Are winds less than 15mph if loose snow is present?
YES

Does sufficient time exist for pavement to dry
before pavement temp falls below 20F?

YES

Has a visual inspection or RWIS confirmed
sufficient anti-icing material residue does not

exist on the pavement?
YES

Apply anti-icing material (brine or brine
blend) at 40 gallons per lane mile

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

Do not apply anti-icing material

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

ANTI-ICING ANTI-ICING 
APPLICATIONAPPLICATION  

DECISION DECISION 
FLOWCHARTFLOWCHART

Created by APWA. Reproduced 
and supported by WI Salt Wise 
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Liquid de-icers are an amazing ice battling tool. When applied to parking lots, roads, 
sidewalks, or driveways. The liquid doesn’t bounce around like the salt crystals from 
rock salts.

WHY USE LIQUID BRINE?
►Brine works faster than solid salt.
►Applied before the storm. It prevents snow from sticking to pavement.
►Liquid material stays in place. Working where it’s needed.
►Less total salt means less damage to concrete, metal, and landscaping.

LIQUIDLIQUID
DE-ICERDE-ICER
LIQUIDLIQUID
DE-ICERDE-ICER
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INTRODUCING BETTERBRINE®

A pre-blended, ready-to-use salt brine powered by AMP that helps accelerate ice melt, maintain friction, and protect the 

roads. Amplify the performance of your anti-icing and deicing programs by adding AMP to your salt brine! With AMP, roads 

can be treated both before and during a storm to more effectively reduce snow and ice buildup, preserving road safety. AMP 

is a salt brine enhancer that accelerates ice melt, maintains friction and protects your roads.

Enhance and Protect: Outshine the Competition

With 50% more melting capacity, BetterBrine significantly outshines the 
competition. Andi BetterBrine Pro, which is salt brine with 20% AMP, 
lowers salt brine’s working temperature (1:1 freeze point) from 8°F to 0°F, 
protecting your roads in the coldest temperatures. BetterBrine-treated 
roads become free of ice and snow more quickly than roads treated with 
salt brine alone. With the low freeze point of BetterBrine, your storage 
tanks are also protected in colder conditions.

Superior Road Defense

When used to pretreat roads alone, 
salt brine dries out and does not stick 
to the road’s surface - wind and traffic 
can easily sweep it away. However, 
with the addition of BetterBrine, 
bonding occurs with roads in even the 
most severe weather conditions.

BetterBrine®

POWERED BY AMP
STANDARD: WITH 10% AMP

PRO: WITH 20% AMP

sales@ninjadeicer.com • 833-SALT-GUY (725-8489)

THE HOTTEST NEW BRINE 
ENHANCER

Combined the corrosion protection of the proprietary, clean, bio-

based Headwaters • Corrosion Inhibitor with the melting power of 

highly concentrated calcium chloride to create Headwaters® • HOT-

the ideal new ultra-efficient salt brine performance enhancer.

With a class leading addition rate of 10-19% by volume, Headwaters® 

HOT transformed straight brine into “HOT Brine”, a high-power, clean, 

and environmentally friendly deicer that maintains the unbeatable 

cost-effectiveness of salt brine.

Headwaters® HOT is available nation-wide via rail car, bulk tanker or 

275 Gallon Totes – providing the perfect solution to any State DOT, 

Municipality or commercial deicing operation across the US.

Environmentally friendly
Bio-based and devoid of harmful contaminates
Biodegradable: extremely low Bio Oxygen Demand (BOD)
Reduces overall chlorides released to the environment

Clean and free-flowing
Colorless, Odorless, clean, natural and consistent
It won’t clog nozzles or cause messy tracking issues

Use up to 30% less brine
Increased melting capacity means less brine required

Melt up to 57% more ice at 0°F
Extend the working temperature range of brine

Reduce corrosion by 70%
Protect your vehicles, equipment and infrastructure, without 

sacrificing melting performance

Longer lasting residual product
Decrease run-off and leave longer lasting residual product 

that sticks to the road, increases friction, and reducing the 
need for re-application.

Clear roads QPL Listed
Category A-3: Best in Class addition rate of 19%

HEADWATERS® HOT



SALT MANAGEMENT: 
THE BEST WINTER PRACTICES

Justin Rollin, Ninja De-Icer

At a minimum, you
should be storing about

FIVE SNOW/ICE 
EVENTS WORTH
of salt for a season. 

With strong winters in cities like Minneapolis and 
Chicago, snow removal companies and municipalities 
must know how best to organize and manage ice-

melting salt. The Snow & Ice Management Association (SIMA) 
has set best practices guidelines for managing salt sustainably 
and effectively can be summarized into three categories; these 
categories are purchasing, storing and transport, and operations.
The following steps will guide you in how best to optimize your 
use of de-icing salt, saving time and money.

PHASE 1:
PURCHASING INVENTORY 

Before beginning your salt purchase, it’s crucial to understand 
the amount and type of inventory necessary.
Firstly, the necessary inventory can be predicted based on the 
total estimated square acreage/footage of the 
areas being serviced, averaged with at least five 
years worth of available weather and salt use 
history.
Next, contact multiple salt suppliers to set up 
purchasing agreements. This will allow you to 
optimize and maintain control of both quality and 
quantity, lowering the potential risk of fluctuations 
in cost and inventory availability.
Also, be sure to only stock high-quality and effective products 
and keep in mind the area and market being catered to. For 
example, in areas where the temperature doesn’t often fall below 
10º Fahrenheit, having a greater supply of sodium chloride 
would be prudent. On the other hand, calcium chloride will be 
more in demand in areas where temperatures are often below 5º 
Fahrenheit.
Ordering in advance will allow you to save time and get the best 
price on inventory. It is recommended to purchase at least 50-
75% of the required de-icing material by the end of the summer, 
as you can get a fantastic deal by buying your salt up front early 
in the season. Most deicing supply companies offer some sort of 
early bird discount.

PHASE 2:
STORAGE AND TRANSPORT  

To avoid ruining the product and wasting time and money, 
properly storing salt is essential. At a minimum, you should be 
storing about five snow/ice events worth of salt for a season. 
There will be local, state, or provincial-specific regulations and 
requirements for salt storage in your area, so do thorough 
research on these guidelines before storing any of your salt.
Arguably the most important rule of salt storage is keeping the 
salt as dry as possible, and there are a few ways to go about 
ensuring this.
Firstly, do your best to always store salt on surfaces like concrete 
or blacktop, rather than directly on the ground, as this will help 
limit the amount of moisture getting to the salt. Additionally, store 
it on “high ground,” meaning in a place where runoff is less likely 

to reach it. Furthermore, it is critical that you 
keep the salt completely covered with a heavy-
duty tarp to ensure that snow or rain does not 
fall on it.
With regards to transport, salt must be 
transported via highways. It’s also necessary 
to keep salt covered during transport. A heavy-
duty tarp should be securely covering any salt 
during truck transport, and employees should be 
trained in how to do so properly.

Be sure to monitor and track your inventory weekly for storage 
issues and general quality control, especially after storms. Also, 
it’s imperative that you have secondary storage measures ready 
in case of an emergency.

PHASE 3:
OPERATIONS

The next step is knowing how to best utilize rock salt for de-icing 
and how to run operations.



GENERAL:
►Make sure all employees are trained in handling equipment, 

company policies, and general ice management.
►Before applying salt, be sure to check if the area being treated 

has been designated as salt-sensitive by local, state, or federal 
laws.

►Clear snow, using plows or similar equipment, before applying 
de-icers to avoid wasting material on fresh snow. Make sure 
not to dump cleared snow into bodies of water including, but 
not limited to, lakes, streams, rivers, etc.

►Know when it’s best to blend or pretreat to help optimize your 
salt use.

►Pay special attention to, and potentially spot treat, known or 
anticipated problem areas.

►To ensure efficient and effective salt use in future seasons, 
establish an ice watch to better monitor the process and use of 
the salt.

CALIBRATION:
►Keep sprayer/spreader application rates consistent and never 

use more salt than is indicated based on weather data like 
temperature and moisture level.

►When calibrating, be sure to take flow settings, ground and 
spinner speeds, and material into account.

►Equipment should be calibrated in the preseason, mid-season, 
and after any repairs are made.

DOCUMENTATION:
►Be sure to always maintain sufficient documentation of salt 

output estimates and actual numbers to later determine 
material waste. This should include application rates, 
equipment settings, inventory, and minimum and maximum 
outputs for specific areas.

►Technology can make the tracking and reporting processes 
more efficient, as well as help with service documentation and 
tracking application rates.

CONSIDER LIQUID ALTERNATIVES 
There are a few alternatives to rock salt for de-icing, one of which 
is a liquid de-icer. Of the de-icing salt alternatives, the liquid is a 
very effective method that is often overlooked due to a fear of not 
knowing how to use it properly which could lead to potential slips 
and falls. However, using a salt brine solution for de-icing is often 
faster, bonds to the pavement better, and lasts longer than salt.

CONCLUSION
Now that you know the best practices for how to purchase it 
cost-effectively, how to store and transport it securely, and how 
to utilize it safely and efficiently, it’s time to buy your supply of 
salt for the season. Ninja De-Icer offers a wide range of deicing 
products for any and all applications. Check out our website for 
product information or contact us directly to hear more about our 
top-notch de-icing products!

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
HOW MUCH PRODUCT YOU NEED

FOR THIS SEASON
SCAN THIS QR CODE FOR OUR PRODUCT ESTIMATOR ?



EDUCATIONAL
TRAININGS

►Deicing Materials and 
Applications - Review and 
discuss the Right Product, 
Right Amount, and Right Time 
to apply deicing materials.

►Salt Efficiencies - Review of 
how to use deicing products 
more efficiently so you are 
using less product and saving 
money.  

►Liquid Deicers - How to get 
started and effectively use 
liquid deicers.  

►Calibration of Equipment 
- For both solid and liquid 
materials.

CONSULTINGCONSULTING
SERVICES

With over 25 years of experience in the snow industry, we 
have a diverse background in sales and operations.  We have 
worked with private contractors and public works departments.  
In addition, we have helped corporations review their snow 
contracts and save them money.  

POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
WHO WOULD BENEFIT FROM THESE SERVICES:

►Municipalities ►Commercial Snow Contractors  ►Large Corporations

BILLING REVIEW
& AUDIT

►Review and evaluation of 
invoices to help determine 
if accurate and appropriate 
levels of services were 
utilized.  

CONTRACT 
REVIEW & 

DEVELOPMENT
►Review existing contracts 

and give suggestions for win-
win language, comparison to 
best practices, potential level 
of risk, and understanding of 
performance requirements.  

►Assist with new contract 
development.

►Identify areas in contracts for 
potential financial savings.  

SERVICES WE OFFER INCLUDE:

1 2 3



ROAD SALT STUDY 
Each year, 24 percent of weather-related vehicle crashes 

occur on snowy, slushy or icy pavement and 15 percent 
happen during snowfall or sleet. Every winter, more than 

116,800 Americans are injured and over 1,300 are killed on 
snowy, slushy or icy pavement. It is no wonder, then, that the 

sight of salt trucks reassures citizens. Road salt saves lives and 
protects commerce.
A Marquette University study examined highway accidents in 
snow. The observed a n 88% reduction of crashes from the use 
of road salt. 

The Safety Impacts of Using Deicing Salt

A follow-on study performed by the University of Waterloo 
further quantified the safety impacts of winter weather 
with snow and ice control. The 

collision models developed in this research 
provide a new way of quantifying the 
safety effect of winter road maintenance 
operations such as salting and plowing. 
The most interesting result from their 
work was that the road surface condition 
index (RSI) was found to be a statistically 
significant factor influencing road safety 
across all sites, models, and functional 
forms. It was the most influential risk factor 
with a 10% improvement in road surface 
conditions that led to 20% reduction in 
mean number of collisions. An analysis like the Marquette study 
was also performed using the Ontario data. Two different types 

of events were extracted from the main database– events where 
either salting was the sole operation or events where salting was 

applied in conjunction with plowing. By 
separating these effects, the researchers 
were able to gauge the sole effects of 
salting operations on winter road safety. 
They observed an overall reduction of 
51% in the collision rate before and after 
salt application. A total of 65% reduction 
was associated with the operations 
combination of plowing and salting. While 
these benefit estimates are lower than 
those obtained by the Marquette study 
(which showed over 78% reduction in 
collisions on freeways and 87% reduction 

on two-lane highways), this analysis has nevertheless confirmed 
the overall findings of the Marquette study.

GUEST ARTICLE
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ROAD SALTROAD SALT
SAVES LIVESSAVES LIVES
ROAD SALTROAD SALT
SAVES LIVESSAVES LIVES

Wilfrid Nixon
Professional Snow Fighters Association

Battling snow and ice comes 
with a price tag, of course, 

but these studies’ cost-benefit 
analyses show that it is well 

worth the investment. Deicing 
pays for itself only 25 minutes 

after salt is spread.



 Visit our website for 
more information about

DE-ICING PRODUCTS
and educational

RESOURCES/ARTICLES.
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